
Our partnership begins here.

On Campus Flu

Vaccination Clinic
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The Health Hero Florida Team will coordinate with you to

select an appropriate clinic date. Due to the current

impacts of COVID-19, we understand the challenges the

new school year will bring and will remain flexible on

services and clinic dates for the 2020-2021 season.

Select  Dates
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Partnership Summary
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Health Hero Florida will mail you the Parent Consent

Forms along with a Communications Toolkit with resources

on promoting the program.

Check  the  Mail

Determine a way to send the Parent Consent Forms

home. For example, you can send the Consent Forms

home in your Back To School Folders. Then ask your

teachers to collect these forms daily and pass the

completed consent forms to the Clinic Champion

and/or the school nurse.

Send  Forms  Home

To keep your students learning, we need to keep them healthy and in school. The success of

our program starts with delivering a successful vaccination clinic with a well-executed plan.

Here is a helpful summary of what you can expect day of clinic along with pre and post clinic.

Pre-Clinic:

Health Hero Florida would love to have your help! Your

school will need to dedicate an Immunization Clinic

Champion to serve as our main point of contact for the

program. We will also accept school appointed volunteers

for day of clinic activities, but they must be pre-approved

prior to clinics.

Help  Would  Be  Great!
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We will bring the vaccine(s), supplies, and collect the

Parent Consent Forms. Once the clinic begins, someone

will be checking forms and filling out immunization

paperwork for the students to take home.

Our  Arrival
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07 The number of student participants with parental

consent and following clinic protocols will determine how

long we are on site.

Timing

Day-Of:

08 Following the clinic, we will work quickly to upload all

information into Florida SHOTS. We will also send the

school nurse a password-secure list of the students who

participated and what vaccines they received.

Follow  Up

Post-Clinic:

Once on-site, we have several protocols we follow to ensure students are vaccinated as safely and
efficiently as possible.

Health Hero Florida will call 2 weeks prior to clinics to

acquire student counts and will continue to call to get

updates until 2 days prior to your clinic. The school

responsibility will be to secure a designated room for

immunization clinics with 1 small trash can, at least 1 table

and 4-5 chairs.

Final  Number  of  Participants



Two Recommended Options:

Back-to-School
Packets

Prior to the return of the school year,

include the Immunization Parent

Consent Forms in your orientation 

back-to-school packets.
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“ I have been able to see a decrease in the absences due to

flu because of the clinics. Each clinic we have held has been

conducted without any problems. I do feel that you would

benefit greatly from their services and feel that you will be

impressed with their professionalism.”

KAREN KEEL, SCHOOL NURSE

Teacher
Distribution

Once the school year has returned,

ask your teachers to distribute the

forms to their students.

Form Distribution
We need your help in ensuring our Parent Consent Forms are distributed in a timely manner once

school is back in session, and parents/students are clear on what action is needed from them.

COOSA COUNTY SCHOOLS



We are so excited you chose Health Hero Florida to lead your

school in offering on-site immunizations for your students. Vaccinations help

students and teachers stay healthy to ensure a proper education while creating

happy parents who can stay at work!

WE  APPREC IATE  YOUR  PARTNERSH IP  IN  TH IS
 IMPORTANT  MISS ION .

Safe. Efficient. No cost.

We are so excited you

chose us.


